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The Issue
Transitioning from face-to-face (synchronous) to online (asynchronous) can be a 

challenge. From how to present the content, anticipating students’ questions to ensuring 

that all of the material is covered, it’s a lot to grapple with!

In this session, we will explore some practical and easy-to-follow strategies to help create 

an online environment that keeps both students and instructors connected with one 

another and the materials while remaining on schedule. 
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Agenda
1. Instructor Presence

2. Navigational Instructions

3. Measurable Learning Objectives

4. Effective Use of Media

5. Tips to Stay on Track



The Importance of Instructor Presence 
I. Introduce yourself to your students

A. Create a welcome video or upload a photograph

B. Provide some personal information, within reason.
1. At your discretion
2. Puts students at ease
3. Helps during this time of distant learning



The Importance of Instructor Presence 
A. Give a brief explanation of your teaching philosophy

1. Talk about learning experience/overall learning objective 
2. May mention your thinking behind some assignments, what you 

hope to accomplish with the class

B. Provide Course/Class Expectations*
1. What are your expectations of the students?
2. What should students expect from you?
3. What you want the students to get out of the course.



Must Haves
A. Faculty Contact Information

1. Availability (office)
2. Office zoom/collaborate link

B. Turn around time
1. Let students know what the turnaround time is for their work to be 

assessed and returned
2. Course expectations

i. Good time to reiterate course expectations
ii. Emphasis on level of engagement



The Need for Clear Navigational Instructions

Navigation = the PROCESS of planning and directing the movement of the student 
through your course. 

LOGICAL

CONSISTENT

CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS:

● how to get started 
● where to find various course components



The Need for Clear Navigational Instructions

Components:

● Announcement 

● Start Here

● Course Information

● Faculty Information 

● Course Materials



Welcome Announcement = Informational

● Contact Students Before the First Day of Class
● Explains the structure of the course (especially for hybrid courses)
● Clarifies where students should click
● Identifies the expectations of students

Announcement

Start Here
● Navigational instructions

● Are you ready?

IMPORTANT NOTE
●  No blue text – no underline 
 



● Photograph/ Video

● Contact Information 

● Availability

● Something about you

● Turn around time

● Teaching philosophy

● Personal Information ( your bio )

● Preferred modes of communications

Faculty Information



● Syllabus

● Course Schedule 

● Course Requirements

● Textbooks ( if any)

● Assessment Information (grading policy, rubrics)

● Netiquette

● Course policies: student conduct, academic integrity, late submissions of 
work, incomplete grades etc.

● Any required knowledge or prerequisites

● Minimum technical skills expected

● Accessibility

Course Information



Course Structure

Weekly Course Structure
Each course week will begin at 12 midnight on Monday, and end at 11:59 p.m. on 
Sunday
● To receive credit, discussion posts or assignments must be submitted within 

the assigned week. In addition to weekly topical discussions, the course 
includes two other discussion boards: one for introductions during Week 1, and 
a Q&A board where students may post questions with general applicability 
throughout the course. 

● Assignments and discussion grades generally will be posted by the end of the 
week after their due date. For example, work due during Week 1 will be graded 
and posted by the end of Week 2.



Course Schedule



● The course is broken down by 
modules/weeks. 

● The list is logically set up, in order. 

Course Materials Inside Week 1



● Add deliverables
● Setting up clear dates for each week/module

Course Materials Inside Week 1



● Add deliverables
● Setting up clear dates for each week/module

Course Materials Inside Week 1



● Personal Introduction Discussion Board Forum. 

Discussion Forum

● What drew you to this course?
● What are your greatest strengths/qualities?
● How do you learn best?
● What do you hope most to get out of this course?



Presenting Measurable Learning Objectives
Learning objectives are the foundation of a well-designed course. 

When clearly stated and explained, learning objectives assist in focussing 
students’ efforts in the course. 



Presenting Measurable Learning Objectives
Learning objectives consist of:

● an action verb that identifies the performance to be demonstrated; 
● a learning statement that specifies what learning will be demonstrated in the 

performance; 
● a broad statement of the criterion or minimum standard for acceptable 

performance. 

After successful completion of this week, the student will be able to:

  Action Verb -> Learning -> Criteria 

  Action Verb -> Criteria -> Learning

Example: List three characteristics that make the weather patterns in the Pacific Northwest 
distinctive from those in the Midwest.



Presenting Measurable Learning Objectives
Course learning objectives describe outcomes that are measurable.

Beware of verbs that are vague or subjective, such as know, understand, appreciate, 
learn, etc…

Room for Improvement:

Original - Students will demonstrate metric measurement of length.

Better - Given a metric ruler, the students will measure the length of common linear 
objects to the nearest millimeter.



Presenting Measurable Learning Objectives



Presenting Measurable Learning Objectives
Module/weekly objectives describe outcomes that are measurable and point back 
to the course objectives help to focus the learning.



Presenting Measurable Learning Objectives
Include instructions to students on how to meet the learning objectives.

“Given a metric ruler, the students will measure the length of common linear 
objects to the nearest millimeter.”

Remember to write your learning objectives from the students’ perspectives. 

Make sure the learning objectives are appropriately designed for the level of the 
course.



Presenting Measurable Learning Objectives



The Need for Effective Media
Five factors that make media effective:

● Relevance
● Clarity
● Depth
● Diverse Perspectives
● Accessibility



The Need for Effective Media
Relevance:

● Make sure the tools and media you incorporate support the module learning 
objectives specifically and course learning objectives generally

● When producing our own videos, we always like to add a narrative element 
and cite topical or historical examples of more abstract concepts.

● If your learning objective is to do one thing and you have media thats way off 
topic it throws everyone off



The Need for Effective Media
Clarity:

● The reason you selected the video or podcast should be clearly explained, 
same goes for how they will be used

● Don’t just throw it in and say “watch this”, give context and show how the 
media is relevant to the learning objective.

● Students should be very aware of what’s being selected and why.



The Need for Effective Media
Depth:

● The tools and media should support student engagement and guide the 
student to become an active learner

● For our own videos, we always like to include a call to action at the end. Tell 
them as you watch,  “look for this”.

● Use the videos themselves as a jumping off point for a debate or discussion on 
a platform like Voicethread or Kialo



The Need for Effective Media
Diverse Perspectives:

● The instructional materials present a variety of perspectives on the course 
content

● Going beyond the textbook if there is one
● If you’re using an older textbook, use newer media that the text may have 

missed



The Need for Effective Media
Accessibility:

● Students can readily access to the technologies required in the course
● This means choosing material that is captioned etc, but also not paywalled
● Many free resources available through Library - 

https://guides.lib.jjay.cuny.edu/video
● Creating your own media

https://guides.lib.jjay.cuny.edu/video
https://guides.lib.jjay.cuny.edu/video


Tips to Help You Stay on Track
Respond to student questions efficiently

● If a student asks good question via email

○ reply personally to the student by email, and ask the student to copy/paste the question and 

the instructor’s reply into the course Q&A forum for other students to read.

● If more than one student emails with the same question, then there is a need to respond to the whole 

group. Period! 

○ There is likely widespread area of confusion. This can be handled by posting a news 

announcement, an all-class email, or a Q&A posting on the discussion board. 

○ Consider revising the assignment to resolve the problem for next term.



Tips to Help You Stay on Track
Respond to student questions efficiently

● If the question is procedural, such as how to do something in the course management system

○ create a quick video with an audio explanation to show students how to proceed. 

○ Accompany this with a transcript for those who have accessibility or technical issues with the 

video. 

● If a student emails you a question which has already been answered (in an announcement, discussion 

forum, etc.), direct the student to the answer rather than answering via email.

● Analyze the instructor welcome email/announcement and the first few announcements to make 

sure the preliminary info provides good support for students and minimizes "how to begin" questions 

as the course starts.



Tips to Help You Stay on Track
Establish naming protocols and train students

Use a quiz to reinforce class policies/procedures

Organize the discussion forums (connect them to weekly topics/readings)

Use the right tools (less is more)

Work smarter, not harder, at grading (take notes, keep records)

Know what works best for you



Questions
If you have additional questions after the session, please feel free to email 
onlineed@jjay.cuny.edu.

To schedule a one-on-one with a member of the DOES Instructional Design team, 
visit http://www.jjay.cuny.edu/resources-online-learning. 

mailto:onlineed@jjay.cuny.edu
http://www.jjay.cuny.edu/resources-online-learning

